Dear Dennis,

It was very thoughtful of you to send me a telegram during the holidays. I tried to telephone you from Cuernavaca during the holidays several times, but it was almost impossible to get through any calls even to Mexico City as I guess the operators were taking it easy. Also.

The report I had around Dec. 12 seems to be true but I cannot get to feeling normal and am on a strict diet these days. I'm trying to avoid a trip to the clinic in Boston and think I may be able to do so. We have an important Board meeting of the board to consider important problems of the company, as I see them, and it is to
lived in New York in the first days of March. I plan to go North the last days of March, and February a very early in March, and depending on how I feel, I will have a check up in the Turing Clinic in Boston within five or after the Red Meeting.

There will not go north with me that trip or in plans to spend at least the latter part of May. We'll meet in New York and thereabouts as usual.

I hear that you are getting along very well and keeping busy. Mostly I am feeling very lazy and don't much desire to do more than those things really or more active but outside of my interest in the light - I'm really not doing very much except to do follow the whole picture here in New York as before and am not too
happy about - but I always for the long run, but the boom continues in the surface, and to most people do not look below the surface.

We sold our stock a rate increase of 12 1/2% on Jan 1 which is much too low, but with the top consolations (which of course are soft in principles & practice) the company will be able to resume dividends on the common stock, but the big financing problem will be very much more difficult if not impossible.

It is a terrible thing to write by hand so this will be a short note & I hope to dictate you a longer letter soon. We thank you all so often and you know what affection we wish you would make us a visit. The weather has been wonderful since before
1353

Christmas and I don't remember
placed more time in London, which is a paradise in Winter.

Thousands of tourists are coming here by the
thousands and the city has become
really one of the most cosmopolitan
of capitals.

We hope Heike and the family are well. And spring
will be coming here again soon.

Always, 

[Signature]

[Name]